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Abstract. Collision/ess guiding cent er orbits are calculated for D+ ions at 80 ke V 
in a modular Helias system with af p ~ 3D, where a is the minor radiust and p is the 
ion Larmor radius. Most particles are circulating and well confined. Various orbits of 
trapped particles are seen. Deeply trapped particles are lost after typically 100 oscilla
tions, those with reflection points close to the local Bma.x stay in the system for times 
up to 15 ms. Pitch angle scattering or a radial electric field can reduce these losses. 

Monte Carlo calculations show the expected improvement of particle and energy con· 
finement of the Helias topology, compared to that of a classical stellarator. A radial 
electric field improves the neoclassical ion confinement at low collisionalitt"es. Estimated 
confinement times are rp ~ 360 and rE ~ 170 ms for a system with low effective ripple 
at a/ p '" 100. 

Introduction. The future experiment WENDELSTEIN VII·X, the next step I in 
the Garching stellarator program will use a HELJAS configuration ;;::: Helical ,Advanced 
~tellarator. Such configurations have reduced Pfirsch·Schluter currents, improved confine· 
ment. and stability properties, e.g. the prosped to achieve a reactor relevant ({J ) 2:: 5% 2. For 
a typical mod ular coil set with 48 non· planar coils , M ;;::: 4 field periods, R = 5 m, aspect ratio 
A ;;::: 10, average induction (B) ;;::: 4 T along the helical magnetic axis, the roLat ional transform 
is ~ == 0.74 ... 0.78 between the ax~~and the edge . . . 

T he main reasons for studying coll ision less guiding center orbits is to estimate the effect of 
trapped part.icles on neoclassical transport, and the problem of a·part.icle losses in stellaratot 
reactors. Three different Heli as coil configurations have been analy zed in a recent study 3, the 
magnetic field being the vacuum field generated by the modular co il s: 

HS5R4 a reador·size system with R = 20 m, a == 1.6 rn, B ;;::: 6 T, 5 field periods, and a 
maximum 1/2·6 B / B on t.he magnetic su rfaces between 2 % €magnetic axis) and 15 % (edge) . 

The ot.her two systems are in t.he size of a 'next-generation' experiment: 
HS5K: R ;;::: 5 m , a = 0.4 m, E = 4 T , 5 field periods, 1/ 2· 0 E / B = 15 - 30 %; 
HS4V , R = 5 rn, a = 0.5 rn , B = 4 T, 4 field period" 1/ 2·6 B / B = 3.5 - 15.3 %. 

Owing to the difference in 0 B / B, ~ hese configurations differ in t na fraction of '-\rappcd 
particles, w[,ich is a maximum in HS5K. On a magnetic surface the contours IEI = const. 
dete rmine the accessible regions for t rapped particles with fixed E / J.£. Local minima of B 
caused by the modular ripple, see Fig. 1, are particularly dangerous for particle losses. The 
dotted areas in the middle and lower parts of the figure indicate regions of nearly vanishing 
drift. velocities. Their gross structure is similar to that. of the IB I·contours, hence p articles 
which are reflected at these locations can stay in the system for long times . 
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Guiding center orbits are calculaLed in the absence of elect.ric fields. The local effective 

drift velocity is obtained in order to estimate the part.icle confinement at low coll isionality. 

In the HS5R4, 3.5 MeV fusion alpha particles (velocity v = 1.3· 107 m/s, Larmor radius 
p::::: 4.5 cm) are investigated . In the two other cases the ratio pia ~ 1/30 is kept constant 
by choosing 80 keY D + ions with velocity v = 2.8· lOG m/s and a Larmor radius p = 1.6 
cm. The guiding center orbits arc launched at the local field minimum on magnetic surfaces 
with average minor radii T = 1/16 ... 1/3· a. This corresponds to peaked profiles of alpha 
particle production in a 'burning' plasma, and to a central deposition of high energy particles 
produced by neutral injection or by ion cyclotron heating in the next-generation experiments. 

General results: 

For a Maxwellian distribution function most of the particles circulate and are well confined. 
Their drift surfaces deviate from the magnetic surfaces less than the value Lle = p/ ~ of a 
classical stellarator. This is caused by the 'drift optimization' of the Helias topology. The 
observed improvement factors range between values of 2 to 10. 

A large variety of orbits is seen for trapped particles, nearly all of them are lost eventually. 
Deeply trapped particles are lost in ripples between the modular coils . Moderately trapped 
par ·c1es with E / J.L ;::; BSep stay within a field period. Their average drift velocity is reduced 
below Vtor = V· piR, which is that of an equivalent axisymmetric toroidal field B ...... 1/R. The 
magnitude and sign depend on the pitch and starting point. Particles with E/J.L;?; Bsep can 
overcome the helical ripple, extend their path through several field periods, and increase their 
'lifetime'. Collision less t rapping and det.rapp ing processes lead to frequent transitions among 
various states of trapping. Then the second adiabatic invariant changes its value, and there 
are large deviations from the magnetic surface given by the starting point. Particles reflected 
at a mirror field Bmirror ;::; B Max behave nearly like circulating particles and stay within the 
system until the end of the computation, or they are finally lost in a local ripple of the coils. 
Trapped particles a re influenced either by pitch angle scattering or by the effect of a radial 
electric field with potential <p. Both polaritics are beneficial: since the energy TVO + /.LB + e</J 
is constant, an increase of VII can transfer trapped particles to circulating ones; a reduction of 
VII restricts the accessible range in minor radius for the particle. 

Quantitative detai ls for HS4V : 

In the recent study 3 the particles werc launched close to the point. of BMin, the local field 
minimum, see Fig. 1. All types of orbits are covered in scans of vl./v. Particles starting at 

r/a = 1/ 3 are circulating for Vl./v;:; 0.942, and have 6e/p = 0.3 to 1.3 (improvement fact.or 
~ 2). There are fewer trapped particles in this systcm than in HS5K. 

Trapped 80 keY D+ ions are lost in modular ripples at vl./v ;?; 0.98. Near a rat io 
Vl./V ~ 0.99 the vertical drift changes sign. These particles stay in t.he system for a rather 
long time. Moderately trapped particles at values Vl./v ;:::; 0.96 oscillate within nearly the 
whole length of t.he field period . They show an average vertical drift velocity Vd = 0 .13 cm/ J.LS 
which is small compared to Vtor = 0.8 cm/J.l.s. Trapped particles at vl../v ;::; 0.96 leave the 
init ial field period with a radial 'banana width' of Llb/ P ;:::; 2.4 and show large deviations from 
t.he magnetic su rface given by the starting point. These particles are lost in a modu lar ripple 
within t ;:::; 1 ms. Nearly circu lating particles with Vl./v ;::; 0.947 are followed up to a time 
t $. 7.7 ms without getti ng lost. They behave approximat.ely like a pair of circulating particles 

with velocit.y direct. ions parallel and opposite to :B and show small deviations from magnetic 
surfaces. 
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Fig. 1 Angu lar distribu t ion of IBI. as 
well as t he derivat ives BB/ BO "" Vd,r and 
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Fig. 2 Radial dependence of t he mag
netic induction for t he 'Standard Case' of 
HS4V 12. 
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Fig. 3 Guiding center orbit with many reflections and final loss in modu lar ripple , 
shown in the Z , IP plane. 
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In the present. paper we concentrate on the most. recent configuration, HS4V12. Fig. 2 

shows the radial d istribution of the magnetic field. Close to the magnetic axis the ripple 
ratio is small, hence there is a low number of trapped particles. Slightly different numbers 
of Vl./v are valid for circulating and trapped part.icles, especially when they are started near 
the locations of the neut.ral inject.ion beams foreseen for WENDELSTEIN VIT-X, Le. at values 
above Bsep. High-energy ions produced by neutral injection have Vl.IV .$ I, and there is the 
danger that the particle gets lost in a local ripple between two of the modular coils. Such a loss 
is shown in Fig. 3, and occurs at t = 2.2 ms. The longest t ime of a similar orbit observed so far 
is t = 15 ms, which is long compared to a ty pical pitch angle scattering t.ime. More detailed 
investigations are requ ired to estimat.e the efficiency of neutral injection for this system. 

Monte Carlo calculatio ns were performed 4 in stellarators of general geometry and in 
tokamaks wiLh and wit. hou t ripple. Neoclassical transport coefficients and confinement t imes 
are computed ove r wide ranges of mean free paths, ra t. ios of plasma to Larmor radius, and 
radial electric fie lds. The results for monoene rgetic particles can be represented by simple 
formulas using a t ransport coefficient normalized to the tokamak plateau value and a mean 
free path normal ized to half the connection length. Transport coefficients obtained with mo
noenerget.ic particles subjected to pitch angle scattering and energy relaxation are convoluted 
with a Maxwellian energy distribution. A radial electric field increases the neoclassical ion 
confinement at low collisionalities. 

The Helias system used for these calculations is similar to that for the guiding center 
studies, but has a smaller effective ripple amplit.ude of ~ 1 %. The analysis is done for an 
average induction (B ) = 4 T, at a surface with aspect ratio A = 20 for 0+ ions at kTi = kTe 
= 6.4 keY, i.e. for a ratio alp ~ 100. For a radial electric field with potential e4JlkT = 1.5 
we estimate in t.he Imfp regime for l' p,i ~ l' p,e particle and energy confinement times l' p ~ 360 
and 'TE ~ 170 ms. These values are much larger than the respective numbers for a classical 
stellarator, 'Tp ~ 80 and 'TE = 34 ms. The relevant data for HS4V12 arc being investigated. 

Conclus ions: In cont.rast. to ci rculat.ing part icles, which in Hclias configurations clearly 
exhibi~ the effect of drift optimizat ion and are well confined, deeply trapped high*energy par
ticles tend to be lost after about 100 reflections . Moderately trap ped to nearly circulating 
particles stay in the system for longer t imes, but trapping in t.he modu lar ripple appreciably 
enhances losses. The longest time observed so far for a trapped 80 keY D+ ion is t = 15 ms, 
in the field of a modular coil se t . Pitch angle scattering or electric fields can reduce the loss of 
trapped high energy ions, but trapped a-particles in a stellarator reactor will not experience 
the confining effect of the E-ficld. A basic requirement is the fraction of \,rapped particles be 
minimized by minimizing t.he ripple 0 BIB in an otherwise optimized configuration. 

Monte Carlo calculations show the expected improvement of particle and energy confine· 
ment of t.he Helias topology, compared to that. of a classical stellarator. A radial electric field 
improves the neoclassical ion confinement at low collisionalities. Estimated confinement times 
arc 'Tp ~ 360 and 'TE ~ 170 ms for a llelias system with low effective ripple at al p ~ 100. 
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